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Spirituality & Magic
Meet our cover designer, The Brooklyn Bruja

A

rt has always been a central
focus in my life. For mental
health, for self-expression, to evoke
my magic. I believe that all things
are interconnected in some way,
which is why I love the idea of tech
witchcraft and magic through art. My
art works the way aura photography
works except rather than smokey
colors on a photo of yourself, it’s
other images and their symbolism
that expresses your energy. My work
has more than a dual purpose of
expression and magic. It is a way
to reclaim practices stripped from
my culture due to indoctrination
into Christianity and the white
washing/cultural
appropriation
in
witchcraft
we
see
now.
Growing
up
I
didn’t
see
artists or witches like myself,
and the work artists produced was
often centering cis-white people, just
like many Wiccan content centers
white women in magic. When I began
to create, I wanted to always focus
on people of color and remember
they are the backbone of my work
artistically and radically. I wanted
to honor my roots by continuing
many practices I’ve learned from
family but also by incorporating

them into the modern world and
tying them to my love for art.
A lot of my inspiration comes from
surrealism and artists like Frida
Kahlo. I like to create from the heart.
What I feel, spells for healing my
community, and hexes for cops
are all forms of magic and art that
come from my lived experiences
and the lived experiences of others,
similar to the way my favorite artists
such as Frida painted about their
lives in the most obscure ways.
I was born and raised in Brooklyn,
NY, which is where the name
The Brooklyn Bruja comes from.
I’ve always had a passion for
surrealism. My mom tells detailed
stories about my childhood and
my love for collage and mixed
media art. The collaging I do today
was born out of extreme anxiety
and irritability with mundane tasks
at my job due to my ADHD. I needed
something to soothe my anxiety
and make time pass by. I began
collaging from my phone, which
eventually grew into what you see
now. Art is more than just a hobby or
a form of expression for me; it’s the
way I open my world to all that the
universe has to show and offer me.
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Do Not Try to Reclaim Me After I am Gone
by Ariana Smit

My obituary reads: I knew her at her prime, anchored in the future
She is wasted, wretched cyborg, some pieces worthy of pilfering
There are few who know her as I did, clumsy and full of regret
But the body as it rests is an omen to the young
Of sublime potential, life over love
Where only one survives, and the other,
Is lost
I shimmer in the in-between, excruciating tale
The exaltation is malicious fervour
To reclaim the body for oneself
In my death I am fed chocolates and spiced wine
A celebration for the end of our discomfort
And I will see you in its crowd, pleasant and warm
Our condition fulfilled
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Nani Was a Witch
by Ariana Smit

I ask my mother to tell me again
the stories of her youth.
She speaks of mango orchards and glass-filled rivers,
charcoal toothpaste from the cooking fire and chicken kept in
the coldest corner of the house.
She breaks at the mention of her mother,
My Nani,
Black magic woman, my father croons from the other room.
Nani’s eyes roll back and reveal thick white milk
coagulating so she can see.
She spits black blood and births dust devils with her beautiful, round fingers
The neighbourhood women ripple around her while Mafuta’s goats cry into her
sleeping face.
I emerge and my mother is laughing
“I don’t believe all of that, all that trance nonsense”
I am exotic and unnatural in my mother’s
imagination.
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Potion of My Sick Conscience
by L Rusu

My mind,
mind you,
Pandora’s box,
a can of worms,
an icicle,
a sapphire ring,
red wax,
an old sucker stuck to a cushion,
the fuzz, the hair,
this expired sadness,
something-something about nostalgia
A pinch of cinnamon. Stir well.
Leave it overnight
and you’ll have:
routine
of thoughts
as shards
as dust
Let cool before consumption
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A Meditation
by Rilee Pickle

you can’t have it all
but you can have peaches in the summer, warm nights in hammocks. the
sun setting behind the mountain caps and knees in the dirt, digging to plant
fresh vegetables.
you can have windows down, music blaring, adventures of great
proportions. poetry prompts and squinting eyes and gap-tooth smiles.
you can have love, in the purest of forms, souls hugging in moon-lit rain.
chewed fingernails, puppies with soft fur and warm tummies.
you can have friends and flannels and video games. therapy and medicine
and healing.
you can have forgiveness.
or you can’t. you can’t have it all.
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divinity

by Katelyn Allred
some girls love one another with
goddess-like fierceness.
the poet Sappho’s words echo
to cradle her daughters in her pride,
for to love a girl is divinity.
Artemis herself sought us out,
gathered us together
and crowned us with stars
until we shone so bright that
to deny
to twist
became a blasphemy against heaven.
we are muse-blessed,
fate-touched,
and we will endure into
the great forever.
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Orpheus

by Hannah Meyer
I want to live inside your ribcage
carve out a shard of your cheek
hide it underneath my fingernails
Swallow your plum-wonder-heart
each chamber
condensed & pulverised.
A letter to me
written
on the inside of your lip,
curled around a wine glass
between coat & collarbone
the body’s own lunar eclipse.
I am your synonym
Crash into me like a current
recede into oblivion
forever drawing back
looking, back, back, back
Hoops like tiny half-moons
glint beneath a hair
spilling over his forearm
Legs crossed & hands clasped
your laughter curdles the air
my lungs tighten
veins reroute atoms
I become & become & become & become
alone.
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by Ky George

Six.
Two copper dishes. They look heavy.
On one, oyster crackers scattered over
a collection of white doilies. The other holds dozens of plastic cups the size
of my father’s thumb in little holes cut
specifically for them. Each is 3/4 full of
grape juice–Welch’s, I’d seen in the kitchen behind the sanctuary. The dishes are
handed over my head while I look up,
longing, suddenly aware that my throat
is dry and that I did not eat my breakfast.
Ten.
I stand in line for close to twenty minutes,
my father beside me. When we get to
the front, I am handed a paper thin wafer and a dixie cup with a splash of purple. The youth pastor tells me they are
the body and blood of Christ. I resist the
urge to squirm; we were dunked in our
camp t-shirts and jeans, the fabric of
which now sticks to my body as I writhe,
self-conscious and unsure. I sip the juice
and let the wafer dissolve on my tongue.
Eleven.
The copper dishes again. Surprisingly,
they are not as heavy as I had imagined
them–but hollow and a bit awkward. This
time I take an oyster cracker and chew
imperceptibly slowly. This time I take a little plastic cup of Welch’s and drink, setting it back into the hole it came from. And
then, I continue passing them to the right.
Fourteen.
At my grandmother’s church, we stand
and walk down the center aisle. A small
chunk of bread is set in my cupped
hands; it is dense and chewy and I
struggle to swallow before approaching
the chalice. I am reminded by the pastor that, inside the chalice, is the blood
of Christ. The blood of Christ turns out
to be a German wine, tart and strong.

Sixteen.
At our new church, it is self directed.
During a thirty-minute worship set, my
father leads my mother and me to a table set off to the side of the stage and
hands us each a pre-packaged kit complete with a wafer and juice. The body
and blood of Christ, wrapped in plastic
and delivered in large quantities. I struggle with opening the top to retrieve my
wafer and do not hear my father’s prayer.
Twenty-One.
It is a Thursday night and I am sitting on
a vinyl stool, swinging my legs back and
forth and singing along. My friend returns with shots of tequila and popcorn
in a paper boat. We drink in tandem and
hold out dollar bills as a beautiful queen
with an exaggerated southern beehive mouths the words to “Like a Prayer.”
Twenty-Three.
An aluminum dish. Thin and light. We
had woken before dawn to prepare
the biscuits, had heated the percolator right on the fire. Now we sit on the
ridge in silence, sipping black coffee
from enamel mugs and breaking off
chunks of buttered biscuit, allow the
morning breeze to wash over us, carrying with it the scent of woodsmoke and
sage. I am reminded of the time that,
as a teenager, I visited the Basilica near
Washington DC and the entire sanctuary was filled with incense and silence.
I wonder at the presence of God for
the first time on a Sunday morning. 
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Prayer Song
by Harper Elrod

i feel the winter wind
tugging at the edges of me.
the sky has turned white
and turned away.
there is something more here
than me though
and i will use my body
to ask for it.
come home to me
in sweet cherries
laid secure on my
red-stained tongue.
come running
when god’s shotgun
delivers the hail
like your legs were my lips
and the green wild between us
my promises.
you’re the only one
who knows how
to open this place back up,
how to crack open the still rivers
like an old book.
blow away the dust with that
soft smile
read the words on the silt
and make me fall in love again.
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Primordial Nothing
by L Rusu

I tried to be Eve but my body
did not recognize shame,
and I was not built in the likings of
a man in the sky
I tried to be Lilith, but I lacked
the venom
and my intentions are not frugal
neither am I slick or slender as a
snake
Then perhaps I am the fruit
of knowledge
of nurture
of chances
of love
But eat me quick
because I’ll spoil soon
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by Audrey Lang

I

have spent what feels like the past two
months, but is actually just a wonderful
two and a half weeks, working as a production assistant in rehearsals for the relaunch of the national tour of Jersey Boys.
Nearly everyone else in the room, be they
performer, musician, technician, or stage
manager, is a returner to the show. The other production assistant and I, along with
three members of the cast, are among the
few exceptions. Jersey Boys opens with the
song “Ces soirées-là.” It’s French singer Yannick’s version of the Four Seasons’ “December 1963 (Oh, What a Night).” The first time I
listened to the cast recording of Jersey Boys,
in preparation for my first day of rehearsal, I thought I had the wrong Spotify album.
But it’s true, and I was definitely the last to
know: Jersey Boys opens with “Ces soiréeslà.” The first few notes of that opening number play, and then there’s a percussion hit.
We’ve now rehearsed this song more times
than I could have counted if I were counting, but the very first time, I looked around
in surprise and awe as every single returner in the room, not just the actors but the
stage management team as well, clapped
twice in unison on that percussion. The
show is so deep in their bones that even
after eighteen months away during the
pandemic, this clap is automatic. It’s superstitious. And it happens every single time.
Two and a half weeks later, I clap too, so it’s
not magical in quite the same way I originally found it. Perhaps there is something
that compels every single person in the
studio to clap at that moment, but it’s not
supernatural; it’s just habit. Yet I still find
something so extraordinary about this kind
of collective habit. We all wear masks for the
entire rehearsal day, but we are there, in rehearsal, something I have always loved but
had never thought to be so immensely and
specifically grateful for prior to March 2020.
Before Jersey Boys, I spent three months in
the summer and fall of 2021 working at the
Mac-Haydn Theatre as their assistant stage

manager. The choreographer of our first production, Pippin, held group physical warmups every day before rehearsal, and each
day, we would put on our schedule, at her
direction, “All are welcome.” Most of the performers came for these warm-ups. But one
day, feeling particularly stiff and stressed,
the production stage manager and I decided to join in. The choreographer was genuinely happy to have us participate and I
really did come to believe that all were welcome. We joined the warm-up a few other
times, too, and one day, while we all had our
eyes closed, our choreographer said something that has never left my heart or my mind
since I heard it. “We have the greatest job in
the world,” she said. “We get to tell stories
to people. We have the greatest job in the
world, and we get to do it even now, when
so many others don’t. We are so, so lucky.”
I have never been a religious person. I love
the culture of Judaism I have been given, I
love a Passover Seder or a Hanukkah candle lighting with family, and I love going to
a Friday night service at my synagogue, but
I have insisted since I can remember that
I don’t believe in God; I just like the food
and the music and the people. My words
have evolved over the years, and I sometimes say now that to me, God is food
and music and people, but the sentiment
is the same. The divinity comes from that
shared experience, even if I can now make
the distinction between my own interpretations of the “religious” and the “spiritual.”
I can think of very few more communal experiences than that of seeing, or even more
so, creating, a theatrical performance. I’ve
heard many individuals far more famous
than myself refer to theatre as their religion, but the metaphor has always struck
me as just a bit contrived. Calling theatre
a religion doesn’t sit right with my personal sensibility, I think because the emotions I
feel in a rehearsal studio that claps in unison without talking about it, or backstage at
that production of Pippin as I remembered
the choreographer’s words each and ev-
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ery day — those emotions seem disconnected from what I consider “religious” to
mean. More to the point, I am never sure
exactly what about the broad and nebulous word “theatre” makes me feel them.

Jersey Boys gets me in a way that I’ll admit I didn’t expect. In my first couple of
days working on the production, more
than one person told me that once you’re
in the Jersey Boys family, you’re there forever. I’ll have to wait and see if that’s
true for me, but that clap that everyone
just knows on cue makes a strong case.

I looked up the definition of “spiritual” while
brainstorming this piece, realizing that I
couldn’t quite put my finger on what I was
writing about. Google’s response began, “relating to or affecting the human spirit or soul
as opposed to material or physical things.”
This definition feels at once too technical and
too vague. But Google also offered a definition in the context of a phrase: “one’s spiritual home” refers to “a place in which one
feels a profound sense of belonging.” A profound sense of belonging — containing both
a quality of depth and a quality of comfort
— that feels closer to my idea of spirituality.

The show ends with monologues from each
of the Four Seasons about where and who
they are “now,” after the events depicted.
The actor playing Frankie Valli speaks directly to the audience about what he considers to have been the best moment of the
whole journey, and he says, “the first time we
made that sound – our sound – when everything dropped away and all there was,
was the music – that was the best.” He continues, “That’s why I’m still out there singing.
... I just keep going and going and going.
Chasing the music. Trying to get home.” The
spirituality in that one line alone pulls at me.
This show, of all shows, is so predominantly
about the music it’s celebrating, that some
of its emotional intricacies were lost on me
until I came to know it so intimately. But what
is more spiritual, more food-and-musicand-people, than Frankie’s lifelong quest
to find his way back home to a moment in
time when he was in profound community?

Before my time at the Mac-Haydn, I had the
opportunity to march in the New York City
Pride Parade with an organization of which
I’m a member. Due to pandemic restrictions, marching groups had to be small,
and our group totaled five. The other four
marchers were two queer women couples,
all of whom had at least a decade on me,
and after we made it to Christopher Street,
we stumbled our exhausted and sweaty
way to a restaurant called Cowgirl, where
we sat outside and ate a meal that was
somewhere between lunch and dinner. I
ordered huevos rancheros and a lemonade and I listened to my four companions
talk about prides past, about lesbian culture, about being a queer woman working
in theatre. I didn’t say much. My voice was
hoarse from cheering, but mostly I was content to listen, to be enveloped in their stories. Their words were like songs. It was a
type of community I’d never experienced
before, but one in which I felt instantly welcomed and profoundly safe. I didn’t worry for a moment about looking too gay or
not gay enough, and I didn’t have to prove
anything to sit with them, eat, and listen.
Food,

and

music,

and

I think about my own such moments like
touchstones. The clap. The physical warmup. Huevos rancheros at a restaurant in the
West Village. Finding them again, in whatever form they may take next, requires a belief
from me in something greater than God. It
requires me to believe in the possibility, in the
vitality, of being in authentic community over
and over again. I’m not sure that I will always
believe. But I hope that I always strive to. 

people.
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we love our
CONTRIBUTORS
Katelyn Allred (she/her) is a poet and writer from
rural Utah. She has been published in The Merrimack
Review, Weeds, the literary journal of Snow College,
and Sink Hollow, the literary journal of Utah State
University. Her poetry has also been featured by the
poet laureate of Utah. She’s currently pursuing her
bachelor’s degree. When she isn’t writing, she enjoys
reading, listening to audio dramas, and thinking
about outer space. You can find her on Instagram
@ k a t e l y n a l l r e d w r i t e s .
Carrie Chen (she/her/they/them) is a Queer,
Taiwanese-American artist born and raised in Los
Angeles, who is currently in the process of applying
to grad school for Art Therapy. They are a drawer,
painter, writer, poet, zinester, tarot reader and
recent digital artist, as well. Art has been her way of
processing trauma, celebrating milestones and the
joys of life, and a way that she continues to connect
with others! Follow Carrie on Instagram @cache.n.
Clitopatra (she/they) is a queer WOC artist
working with themes of wlw intimacy and
sexuality. Their artworks are predominantly digital
with a traditional appeal of oil paintings, which
can also be materialized via fine-art printing.
Follow them on Instagram @clitopatra.png.
Mariwyn Curtin (she/her) is an artist and
writer living in Detroit, MI. She explores cities
extensively by bicycle and on very long walks,
then documents the experiences in artists’
books or abstractly as “industrial embroidery”
assembled from ephemera found along the
way. While working primarily in educational
publishing, she has also written about Detroit art
and artists for the publications Essay’d and New
Art Examiner and has released a poetry
chapbook, Cypher, Vol 1, with a group of poets
called Circle. Follow Mariwyn on Instagram
@ i n d u s t r i a l _ e m b r o i d e r y .
Dear Uncle (she/her) is the handle of Ingrid
Staats, an artist/graphic designer from New
York, currently living in Toronto with her wife and
kid. When not drawing, she can be found playing
in nature. See more of her work @dear__uncle.

Harper Elrod (he/they) is a trans lesbian poet that
attends Wellesley College in Massachusetts. In their
free time, they love celebrating life with their friends
and organizing when they have the capacity.
Doliah Francis (she/her) is a mixed Indigenous
woman, walking the path of spiritual healing, both
for herself and for her ancestors. She is a multimedia
artist, herbalist, psychic, and witch based in the
Catskills. She creates artwork based on visions
given to here during meditation. These visions are
often given during communication with “spirits,”
or beings existing at a different frequency. Her
spiritual practice is based entirely around healing
and reconnection with herself and with the earth.
The visions of these works were given to her in order
to activate the chakra points and realign one’s
energy, often acting as a mirror for self-reflection
and unlocking aspects of one’s subconscious
mind. Follow her on Instagram @heartandkettle.
Katrin (she/her) is a student of astrology, writing,
photography, and collage art. Through her creative
and mystical practices, she aims to cultivate
a deeper understanding of herself, facilitate
healing, and forge meaningful connections with
others. Her burgeoning photography practice is
inspired by the ancient wisdom of the cosmos,
along with her desire to carry on the legacy of her
late grandmother, who was a brilliant amateur
photographer. Katrin believes that the sky holds
in its hands an infinite amount of wisdom and
magic, from sunrise to sunset to the moon and
stars that appear in between. Her work is driven by
her desire to explore themes of beauty, loneliness,
home, and love. Follow Katrin on Instagram
@katrinree and visit her at katrinreeastrology.com.
A queer femme reared in the Bible Belt, Ky
George (she/they) seeks to tell stories of radical
inclusion in unexpected spaces. Ky is a graduate
of the Red Earth MFA program at Oklahoma
City University, and has had work published
in The Oklahoma Review and Insurrection. She
can
be
found
on
IG
at
@ky.george.
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Amy Kendall LaBree (she/her) is a queer human,
lesbian wife, mom of fur babies and a human,
self-taught artist, kitchen goddess and life liver
from the Pacific Northwest (currently living in
Tacoma, WA). With the loss of her mother in 2018,
Amy turned to art as a way to process her grief
and with the onset of the Covid pandemic she
dug in even deeper. No fancy stories, other than
she spends her days passionate about learning,
helping others grow and practicing self-care.
Follow Amy on Instagram @Amy.Kendall.LaBree.
Audrey Lang (she/her/hers) is a lesbian Jewish
playwright and stage manager based in New
York City. As a playwright, she has developed
work with Pride Plays, Original Idiots, The Workshop
Theater, Eden Theater Company, and more.
As a stage manager, she has most recently
worked as a production assistant for the national
tour of Jersey Boys and as the assistant stage
manager for productions of Pippin, She Loves
Me, Man of La Mancha, Beehive, The World Goes
‘Round, and ToUch Performance Art’s Major
Arcana at the Mac-Haydn Theatre. IG/Twitter:
@AudreyGLang;
website:
audreyglang.com.
Lizzy Lehman (she/they) is a queer singersongwriter and digital illustrator living in Austin,
Texas. She has always enjoyed drawing but was
mainly focused on playing and writing music
before the pandemic. The closing of music venues
left her free to explore digital art and it has been a
great source of joy and calm for her—a momentary
relief from the weight of the world. Through her art,
Lizzy aims to erase mental health stigma, spread
love, and simply make someone’s day a little bit
better. Follow Lizzy on Instagram @lizzy.lehman.
Morgan Lieberman (she/her) is a documentary
photographer and filmmaker based in Los
Angeles. She is most drawn to narratives of queer
identity, subcultures often unseen, and women’s
empowerment. With empathy and kindness,
she believes the journey is more rewarding
than the destination. Clients include Refinery29,
AARP, The Wall Street Journal, and more.
Zahra Luengo (she/her) is a collage artist based
in Berlin. Her collages, mainly analogue, come
from recycled materials as old books, posters or
magazines. Her works bring a deep connection
with astrophysics and women’s empowerment.
Always with a critical sense, her artwork is both
personal, reflexive and committed to society.

T. Marsh (they/them) is an artist and animator
from Los Angeles, California. They graduated
from Bard College in 2019 and received a degree
in studio arts. Their interdisciplinary art practice
includes animation, installation, printmaking,
and sculpture. They are often enchanted by the
absurdity of everyday life and objects that they
come across and bring this fascination into much
of their work. The pieces featured in these pages
are part of a recent series of carved and painted
wood panels. Visitthem at tianamarsh.com
and follow them on Instagram @trade.marsh.
Hannah Meyer (she/they) is a writer based
in New York. She is a 2021 recipient of an
Alexa Rose Grant. Her work is previously published
in PULP Magazine, Alma, Points in Case, The
Baram House, Well Mannered Grump, and
elsewhere. When she’s not working, she enjoys
crying in public parks, running, and exploring
ghost towns. Follow Hannah on Instagram
@hannahrenee_m
and
on
Twitter
@_hannahrmeyer.
Phoenix Muchowski (they/them) is a trans (tme)
butch lesbian and many of their pieces are based
off their experiences being a butch lesbian and
trans as well as their interest in all things creepy and
the human body. They like to think of their style as
partial realism. They are a US based artist working
towards their BFA in painting and sculpture. They
recently started a business selling some of their
artwork. This painting included in this issue is called
“Divine Love” and is a gouache painting of a butch
angel and a nun embracing each other in a very
non-platonic way. Follow Phoenix on Instagram
@fire_butch and on Twitter @butcheyeart.
Peach (they/them) from “The Peach Stitch”
(@thepeachstitch) is a queer-latine full time artist
specialziing in hand-embroidery. From embroidery
hoops, totes, mini embroidery hoop earrings and
more, all of their work is made by hand! Their artwork
is a result of their interests in cottagecore/nature,
pop culture, witchy things and their exploration
and validation as a nonbinary lesbian. Along with
attending local art markets, Peach runs an online art
shop where they sell their original pieces along with
stickers, buttons and prints and zines. Affordable,
attainable art is a major goal for them and they
pride themselves in creating inclusive pieces.
Rilee Pickle (she/they) is a graduate student at
Westminster College. She’s an emo lesbian, angry


advocate for fellow teachers, and an obsessive
book fanatic. You can find her playing cozy video
games, reading high fantasy, or screaming at her
partner and family that she loves them. You can
find Rilee on Instagram (@rileepickle) or Twitter
( @ e m o p i c k l e _ ) .
Jezebel Power (they/them) is trying their best
and frequently failing. Concerned with questions
of pleasure and magic and madness, they’ve
worked across and between mediums, including
theatre, film, music, photography, tattooing,
and tarot. The work included here marks their
first foray into digital art. Wish them luck at
@ g e n d e r s c r e a m .
Lorna Reaux (she/her) is a Latinx Scorpio moon
from Westchester, NY. She loves all mediums of
art and fiction writing. Follow her on Instagram
@
p
o
c
a
l
a
b
i
a
.
Riss Regan (she/her) has explored and worked with
many mediums throughout her life but recently
began creating a lot of line art and digital art.
This style allows her to emphasize and explore
the abstraction of bodies and nature while using
real photos that she takes or finds inspiration
from, and then turn them into something
new. Follow her on Instagram @rissky.studio.
Lucía Egaña Rojas is a Chilean artist who currently
lives in Barcelona. In addition to her artistic
practice, she also works in writing, research,
teaching, and audiovisual production. Her work
problematizes the relationship between high
and low culture, high-tech and low-fi, public and
private space, and the relationship between North
and South. She studied visual arts in Chile, and
did a master’s degree in creative documentary
and a PhD in post-pornography in Spain.
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